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ABSTRACT1
Previous highway incident management studies have focused on allocating a ground emergency2
response vehicle (ERV) to a detected incident to minimize the travel time, assuming that the ERV3
will take the shortest path. With new computing technologies, predictive decision-making studies4
have recently improved ERV allocations for a sequence of incidents, however, these ground-based5
operations do not simultaneously capture network-wide information. Incorporating a real-time6
aerial view using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) yields three key improvements. First, aerial7
observations update the status of the freeway shoulder, allowing an ERV to safely travel at full8
speed. Second, observing parameters of the congestion shockwave provides accurate9
measurements of the true impact of an incident. Third, real-time information can be gathered on10
the clearance progress of an incident scene. This study automates the allocation of UAVs and11
ERVs while satisfying constraints between these vehicles using a constraint satisfaction problem12
(CSP) framework. To enrich the coordination of multiple UAVs and ERVs, the CSP is further13
extended to a distributed constraint optimization problem (DCOP). The advantages of this14
coordinated strategy are compared against the Nearest Neighbor assignment approach in15
numerous scenarios with different grid sizes and available resources. This new framework will16
provide a new generation of research under revised FAA regulations accommodating advanced17
unmanned operations.18

Keywords: Distributed Constraint Optimization, Emergency Response Vehicles, Unmanned19
Aerial Vehicle,20
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INTRODUCTION1
Dispatching policies for emergency teams have been studied and implemented in order to2
minimize the time needed to respond to a sequence of incident requests (1, 2). An important3
opportunity for policy improvement is the integration of UAVs with emergency response teams.4
The role of the UAV in a heterogeneous vehicle-team is to explore uncertain traffic conditions,5
detect unexpected non-recurring events, and augment information gained from loop detectors,6
automatic vehicle identification technology, probe vehicles, and other sensors. Integration of7
UAVs into an emergency response team can be achieved through a constraint satisfaction problem8
(CSP) framework. The proposed CSP is composed of both UAVs and ground ERVs, represented9
by A = UAVn ∪ ERVm,∀n ∈ N,m ∈M , assigned to tasks Xi, subject to a set of constraints10
between the vehicles, including resource constraints for the total assignment to any vehicle and11
the deadline for a given task.12

This paper presents the preliminaries of using CSP, limited by the requirement of13
satisfying a set of hard constraints, which may prevent a solution from being found when14
constraint violations exist. We further develop a more comprehensive and general approach15
focusing on maximizing or minimizing a set of utility or cost constraints to improve the overall16
benefit of the assignments for the system (3, 4, 5, 6). In this study, a distributed constraint17
optimization problem (DCOP) is presented for improved incident response using Dynamic18
Routing Of uNmanned-aerial and Emergency Team Incident Management (DRONETIM)19
program. Figure 1 shows the major distinction between a CSP and a DCOP. Compared to CSP,20
the DCOP enhances the coordination of multiple UAVs and ERVs in a distributed fashion to21
maximize the efficiency of the incident management system. We solve the DRONETIM-DCOP22
with the Max-sum algorithm and test its performance and suitability.
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FIGURE 1 Difference between CSP and DCOP.
23
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RELATED WORK1
Traffic conditions at the time of an incident, as well as the time needed to respond and clear the2
crash scene, are important determinants in defining the upstream influence area of a crash (7, 8).3
Failure to timely assign emergency vehicles and clear primary incidents increases the risk of4
secondary crashes (9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15). The coordination of multiple vehicles, relocation of5
vehicles for better area coverage, and the use of a time-dependent shortest path algorithm is6
studied in (16) to significantly improve the performance of the emergency response system. New7
multi-agent studies for improved coordination of multiple, heterogeneous vehicles now focus on8
using cooperative frameworks such as DCOP. Research on DCOP under stochastic uncertainty9
shows that network uncertainty can be reduced through multi-agent collaborative sampling (17).10
Uncertainty has also been addressed by integrating and minimizing expected regret in the11
constraint utility functions (18). Branch and bound algorithms with selective pruning have been12
shown to improve the allocation of time varying tasks to multiple agents (19). An answer set13
programming technique which formulates DCOP using logic programming demonstrated faster14
convergence to optimal solutions (20). Multi-agent coordination has been successfully used to15
efficiently explore unknown environments using the probabilistic multi-hypothesis tracker16
(PMHT) technique (21). Using the Adopt polynomial-space algorithm, DCOP has been shown to17
achieve globally optimal solutions under asynchronous task execution while achieving high18
computational efficiency (4, 22).19

Task domain characteristics of search and rescue problems have been defined in prior20
work (23). A constraint satisfaction-based mission dispatching model has been proposed that21
provided an efficient method for assigning resources to mitigate the effects of disasters (24).22
Preliminary results showed the feasibility of scheduling and assigning missions having deadlines23
and resource constraints. The current introductory CSP framework discussed in this work is24
related to this effort but varies significantly in how the heterogeneous vehicles are modeled and25
assigned to maximize the overall utility of the system. Proactive Dynamic DCOP addressed26
current limitations in dynamic DCOP models, which solve a sequence of static problems (25). A27
comprehensive summary of studies in DCOP is presented in (26). Frameworks for coordination28
problems such as mobile sensor networks have been developed and studied to automate the29
activities of cooperative agents (27, 28). However, the unique environment of DRONETIM30
requires a new framework be developed to accurately capture its features. This work contributes31
to the existing development efforts by integrating heterogeneous vehicle coordination in a32
transportation network. DCOP solution techniques have been provided in literature that focuses33
on optimizing different metrics such as message count, cost and cycles. This includes complete34
algorithms that find the optimal solutions but usually fail in large and complex environments (4),35
and incomplete techniques such as Max-sum that provide high quality solutions especially for36
systems with large constraint density (29, 30). The Max-sum algorithm is applied to DRONETIM37
in this study.38

PRELIMINARIES OF CSP FRAMEWORK39
In the CSP formulation, vehicles are denoted as UAV1, . . . , UAVN and ERV1, . . . , ERVM and40
the set of all vehicles A is denoted as A = UAVn ∪ ERVm,∀n ∈ N and m ∈M . For each41
incident i, there are three tasks that can be assigned: observe the shoulder information (SI),42
observe the queue length (QL), and service the incident (EV). The tasks are represented as the43
vector: Xi(SI), Xi(QL), Xi(EV ). The first two tasks Xi(SI) and Xi(QL) can only be44
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performed by UAVs, and the information is observed if and only if a UAV is assigned to incident1
i. In other words, vehicle a ∈ A can be assigned to the task Xi(SI) ∨Xi(QL) if and only if2
a ∈ UAVn, ∀n ∈ N . The task represented by Xi(EV ) is only assigned to vehicle a ∈ ERVm,3
∀m ∈M .4

The assignment of vehicle a ∈ A to task Xi is denoted by the binary indicator (0, 1) and5
assignments are divided for different vehicle types.6

• For UAV assignment7

aXi = 1, ∀Xi ∈ (Xi(SI) ∪Xi(QL)) , i = 1, . . . , n8

a ∈ UAVn, ∀n ∈ N9

aXi = 0 if not assigned10

• For ERV assignment11

aXi = 1, ∀Xi ∈ Xi(EV ), i = 1, . . . , n12

a ∈ ERVm, ∀m ∈M13

aXi = 0 if not assigned14

• To ensure that a vehicle is assigned to one task at a time,15 ∑
a∈A,Xi∈X

aXi = 1.16

• The start time of a task is the time that a vehicle is assigned to the task. This time cannot17
be less than zero. Representing the start time for a vehicle assigned to incident i by tsaXi

,18
the constraint is written as19

tsaXi
≥ 0 ∀a ∈ A, ∀Xi ∈ X.20

• For vehicle a, the time it takes to complete a task Xi, tdaXi
, is dependent on the task21

duration dXi
, where Xi ∈ 〈Xi(SI), Xi(QL), Xi(EV )〉22

• The start time of task Xi is defined as23

Xs
i =

∑
a∈A,Xi∈X

aXi ∗ tsaXi
,24

and the duration of task Xi is defined as25

Xd
i =

∑
a∈A,Xi∈X

aXi ∗ (tsaXi
+ tdaXi

+ Ti).26

• The duration of task Xi should be less than or equal to the deadline for the task Timax,27

Xd
i ≤ Timax.28

This may formulated as a soft constraint to allow a task to be assigned even after the29
deadline has passed.30
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• To prevent conflict or overlap in the assignment of tasks,1

(tsaXi
+ tdaXi

+ Ti) ∗ hij ≤ tsaXj
∗ hij, i < j,2

where Ti (from the matrix of initial positions or the matrix of the distance between3
incidents) is the travel time to the location of incident i from the vehicle’s current4
location and hij = aXi ∗ aXj . Note that hij = 1 if a has been assigned to both Xi and5
Xj .6

• Vehicle a ∈ A has a total available resource Ra that is consumed when it is assigned to a7
task Xi. If the resource consumed by vehicle a when assigned to a task Xi is raXi

then8
the resource constraint for total assignment to vehicle a must not exceed the total9
available resource Ra10 ∑

Xi∈X

aXi ∗ raXi
≤ Ra, ∀a ∈ A.11

Finally, the general objective of the problem is defined through the utility for each task Xi as UXi
12

and the goal is to maximize the total utility for the system through the assignment of UAV s and13
ERV s,14 ∑

Xi∈X

∑
a∈A

aXi ∗ UXi
.15

DCOP FRAMEWORK16
Approach overview17
A DCOP model is defined by the tuple < A, V,D, F, α >. A represents a finite set of vehicles, V18
is a finite set of variables, D is a finite set of domain values for each variable, F is a set of19
constraints between variables and α is mapping of variables to vehicles. In this problem, UAVs20
and ERVs are coordinated in a transportation grid network to minimize response time to21
incidents. Vehicles operate distributedly and need to decide the values they take on within a given22
time window.23

However, as for most distributed systems, DCOPs are often used on problems where the24
environment is dynamic in nature. Vehicles may enter or leave the system at any time, the25
problem itself may evolve while it is been worked on, and the system needs to adapt to these26
changes. We call such problems dynamic DCOP27

Basic description of problem domain28
UAVs provide information about a defined region through observation. The utility of any given29
region is a function of the density of road network links and the occurrence of incidents in that30
region. As link density and incidents in a region increase, the utility of that region increases.31
ERVs respond to incidents and enhanced route information is provided by UAVs, if any are32
assigned to the same incident region.33

DRONETIM model34
For the DRONETIM model, UAVs hold the variable XUAV n where n ∈ N is the number of UAVs.35
The domain DXUAV n

for the variable XUAV n is the set of possible observation regions r ∈ R. For36
example, UAV 1 holding variable XUAV 1 has a domain given by DXUAV n

= {1, 2, 3, ..., R}.37
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1
2

Definition 1 The cost cnr : DXUAV n
→ R, of UAV n observing region r is given by the resource3

consumed when UAV n is assigned to region r,4

cnr = k ∗ |di,r|+Kr, (1)5

where k is power consumed per unit distance of flight, |di,r| is the Euclidean distance between the6
UAV’s current location i and the observation region r, and Kr is the fixed power consumed by7
observing region r. The sum of costs for value assignments of UAV n cannot be more than the8
available resource An,9 ∑

r∈R

cnr ≤ An. (2)10

11

Definition 2 The benefits bnr : DXUAV n
→ R of UAV n observing region r are:12

1. The severity of incident βh
r for each type of incident h in region r.13

2. The density ρr of routes/links in region r.14

The benefit function is defined by15

bnr
(
ρr, β

h
r

)
= α ∗ ρr +

H∑
h=1

βh
r , (3)16

where α and βh
r are constants describing the traffic state and the severity of the incident,17

respectively. Incident type is denoted by h (e.g. single car, multiple car, hazardous vehicle).18
The following assumptions characterize the uncertainty of information in the observation19

region:20

• UAVs will monitor shoulder information of routes being used by ERVs to incident21
location. If a disabled vehicle is observed on the shoulder, then relayed information22
allows the ERV to take necessary detours. If the ERV detours, a travel time penalty is23
incurred for the route change. If the UAV observes no obstructions on shoulder, then the24
ERV can maximize it speed to incident location (31).25

• UAVs will provide information about the severity of an incident, which allows the26
appropriate resources to be assigned to the incident.27

• Shock waves and queues resulting from incidents can be observed by UAVs, providing28
posterior information to compliment prior information from roadside sensors. With29
additional information from the UAVs, the posterior probabilities improve the30
estimation of delays resulting from the incident.31

Definition 3 The utility Qn
r : DXUAV n

→ R of UAV n monitoring region r is defined as the32
difference between the benefit bnr and the cost cnr given by33

Qn
r = bnr − cnr . (4)34
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ERVs hold the variable XERVm where m ∈M is the number of ERVs. The domain1
DXERV m

for the variable XERVm is the incident Ihr ∈ R in the road network. For example, ERV12
holding variable XERV 1 may have a domain given by DXERV 1

=
{
I11 , I

2
1 , I

3
2 , . . . , I

h
r

}
, with3

incidents I11 = 1, I21 = 1, I32 = 2, . . . , Ihr = r, for a given time window. The current state of an4
ERV is given by its current location j and the available resource Aj at that location, represented5
by (j, Aj).6

Definition 4 The cost cm
Ihr

: DXERV m
→ R, for ERVm to travel to incident Ihr in region r is given7

by the resource consumed en route,8

cnr = q ∗ |di,r|+ E, (5)9

where q is energy consumed per unit distance,
∣∣dj,lhr ∣∣ is the shortest city block distance between10

the ERVs current location j and incident Ihr , and E is extra energy consumed due to detours. The11
total cost for value assignments of vehicle ERVm must not exceed the available resource Am,12 ∑

r∈R

cmIrr ≤ Am, (6)13

but this constraint can be relaxed to assume ERVs always have sufficient energy to attend to any14
incident within their region in a given time window.15

Definition 5 The benefit bmr : DXERV m
→ R of ERVm being assigned to incident Ihr in region r16

is based on the severity of the incident,17

bmr
(
Ihr
)

= βh
r . (7)18

Definition 6 The utility Qm
r : DXERV m

→ R of ERVm being assigned to incident Ihr in region r19
is defined as the difference between the benefit bmr and the cost cmr ,20

Qm
r = bmr − cmr . (8)21

Vehicle assignment coordination constraints22
A UAV and ERV cannot be assigned to two regions in the same time window. This is represented23
by the following relations:24

∀AUAV n, BUAV n ∈ XUAV n ×XUAV n, A 6= B ⇒ AUAV n 6= BUAV n25

∀AERVm, BERVm ∈ XERVm ×XERVm, A 6= B ⇒ AERVm 6= BERVm26

Single vehicle coordination constraints27
The utility constraint of assigning UAV to a region is given as28

u(XUAV n) = Qn
r . (9)29

The utility constraint of assigning ERV to incident Ihr is given as30

u(XERVm) = Qm
r . (10)31
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Binary vehicle coordination constraints1
The role of the UAV in the heterogeneous vehicle team is to explore unknown traffic conditions,2
unexpected situations on roads, and enhance prior information from loop detectors, automatic3
vehicle identification detectors, probe vehicle data, and other sensors. Once the traffic information4
center provides such information, the information collected from a UAV will enable an ERV to5
reach the incident locations with reduced delay. The vehicle coordination constraint between any6
UAV and ERV pair is given by7

u (XUAV n, XERVm) =

{
α ∗ ρr if XUAV n == XERVm

0 otherwise (11)8

To optimize the monitoring of regions by UAVs, the coordination constraint between the overlap,9
or commonly observed surface area Ω (XUAV a, XUAV b), of any two regions is defined as.10

u (XUAV a, XUAV b) =

{
−Ω (XUAV a, XUAV b) if XUAV a 6= XUAV b

−∞ otherwise (12)11

The role of the ERV is to coordinate their local decision making to provide a theoretical guarantee12
on global solution quality under conditions of limited resources. This is given by the coordination13
constraint representing value assignment of ERVs to different incidents:14

u (XERV a, XERV b) =

{
0 if XERV a 6= XERV b

−∞ otherwise (13)15

The preferred coordination of value assignment is such that UAVs and incident region are the16
same in order for the ERV to utilize information from a region to reach an incident efficiently.17

MAX-SUM APPROACH18
If the set of variables is defined as X = {XUAV n ∩XERVm}, and each variable Xi takes a value19
in the finite set of domain Di, then the joint domain DX is defined as the Cartesian product of the20
domain of each variable DX = DXUAV n

×DXERV m
. The possible assignment of Xi is defined as21

Xi, where Xi ∈ Di. The possible joint assignment of variables in X (e.g. X ∈ DX) is given by22
Xi. For a given sequence of variables S ⊆ X , a factor is a function u : DS → [−∞,∞).23
Variables in the scope of u are referred to as Xu. The set of factors of the problem is denoted by24
U . The max-sum algorithm provides an approximate solution to the problem of maximizing a25
function that decomposes additively as a sum of functions with smaller scope,26

maximize
∑
u∈U

u (Xu) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N, 1, . . . ,M} (14)27

subject to Xi ∈ Di. Xu contains the values assigned by X to the variables in the scope of factor28
u. Figure 2 shows a typical transformation from DRONETIM to a bipartite factor graph with29
nodes representing variables and constraints. The Max-sum algorithm works on this30
representation to provide the coordination of values for optimal assignment of vehicles.31

Messages are sent from variables to factor and vice-versa. The message passing process is32
repeated for a specified number of iterations. Messages from variables to factor are defined as33

µx→u(X) =
∑

u′∈ℵ(x)\{u}

µc′→x(X) (15)34
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u1

XERV1

XUAV2

XUAV1
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UAV2

ERV1
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ERV1

Variables in DRONETIM  
connected by binary constraints Bipartite factor graph 

for Max-sum
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u2

XUAV2

XERV1

u3

FIGURE 2 Illustration of conversion of DRONETIM-DCOP to factor graph for Max-sum
algorithm.

where ℵ(x) are the factors that have variable x in their scope, and µu′→x is the last message1
received by variable x, from factor u′. Messages from factor to variable are defined as2

µu→x(X) = max
S

(
u(X,S) +

∑
s∈S

µs→u(X)

)
. (16)3

The Max-sum algorithm determines the optimal value at the next stage independently for each4
variable5

X∗ = arg max
X

∑
u∈ℵ(x)

µu→x(X) (17)6

PRELIMINARY RESULTS7
A numerical example considering CSP and DCOP formulation is presented. For simplicity, we8
assume that UAVs maintain a fixed altitude during their flights and cover a given region in the9
grid once assigned. Resource available to the UAV is the battery life remaining. Resource10
consumption is proportional to the flight time, such that more battery is consumed in reaching11
more distant tasks. The utility of a task is dependent on task importance. For example, an incident12
in a major road section will have a higher utility, since the cascading effects of these incidents are13
higher. Figure 3 shows a possible assignment process for two UAVs and two ERVs with four14
simultaneous incidents, computed from CSP model.15

16
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FIGURE 3 Illustrative example of assignments considering initial distribution of vehicles
and incidents in a 10 × 10 Grid. DV- disabled vehicle, SW-shock wave

In a Monte Carlo Simulation, multiple random scenarios were generated to assess the1
performance of the CSP model under varying available resources and task utilities at different2
locations. Figure 4 shows the optimal solution for different grid sizes, number of vehicles, and3
number of incidents. Starting with two vehicles (one UAV and one ERV) and two incidents, the4
grid size is gradually expanded while increasing the number of incidents until the optimal5
solution started decreasing. This was done to determine the optimal grid size (coverage region)6
for a given set of parameters (vehicles and incidents).7

8
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TABLE 1 Variation of vehicle and incident number in different grid sizes

Grid Size Number of Vehicles Number of Incidents
10 x 10 2 2
20 x 20 2 3
60 x 60 2 4

100 x 100 4 4
500 x 500 4 6

FIGURE 4 Results for randomly generated scenarios for different grid sizes using Nearest
Neighbor (NN) and Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) formulations.

For a maximum of two vehicles, the approximate coverage region to improve maximum1
utility was 20 × 20 with a total of three incidents. A 60 × 60 region with four incidents for two2
vehicles resulted in a lower total utility indicating an inefficient assignment due to the larger3
coverage region. For a maximum of four vehicles (two UAVs and two ERVs), the optimal4
coverage region was observed to be 100 × 100 for four incidents. In general, CSP model reported5
an increase in total utility between 3% and 12% more than the nearest neighbor solution. One6
major drawback was the computational time for larger grid sizes. The results showed that though7
the assignments were computed within seconds for relatively small problem size, for larger grids8
and number of incidents, the computational time of the model significantly increased O(dn).9
Although the gap with targeted task duration was not met for some cases, relaxing the model with10
soft constraints ensured that the tasks were assigned irrespective of the task duration being11
violated.12

Preliminary results from DCOP is also presented for distributed stochastic algorithm13
(DSA) (32) and Max-sum algorithm to compare the efficiency in finding the optimal solution in14
DRONETIM. In Figure 5, the system utility for max-sum converged faster than DSA though they15
both reported the same final optimal result. Further results for assignments using DCOP will be16
presented.17
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CONCLUSIONS1
The use of DCOP for collaborative assignment of UAVs and ERVs can improve how incidents are2
managed on roadways. The DCOP solution using the Max-sum algorithm produced an increase in3
overall system utility, converging faster than DSA algorithm. Although the model was applied to4
randomly generated scenarios, for real-world applications this model can be easily modified and5
implemented for incident management on roadways, fully integrating and utilizing the benefits of6
UAVs. This model provides a roadmap for effective ERV assignment through the use of UAVs7
and the information provided from their task assignments. UAVs can be successfully integrated8
into a collaborative multi-agent approach which can greatly mitigate the effects of incidents on9
the roadways. The expected results for multiple scenarios using DRONETIM will be presented10
with a comparative analysis of the benefit gained through our framework compared with CSP. The11
proposed method is unique since it addresses communication between heterogeneous vehicles for12
improved efficiency.13

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE STUDY14
There are a few limitations with the current approach. The results of the model for variable glance15
durations within an alternating sequence could not be validated for lack of real data and need to16
suppose synthetic data. As a countermeasure to increase a driver’s attention level, we can trigger a17
warning whenever the detection probability is predicted low, i.e., less 50%. In this study, the18
marginal hazard detection was observed empirically. With advances in automation, the19
availability of such models can assist with hazard detection based on the drivers’ forward20
roadway glance durations. In the future study, for each distraction with different frequency, the21
optimal time thresholds for a drivers’ critical forward roadway glance can be obtained to22
maximize the distraction probability. Other forms of dependency, such as semi-Markovian23
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models, in which the time a driver has been in a specific state (targeting the same lane) can be1
modeled in a future study.2
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